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1 Executive summary 

This report maps local energy use and explores the potential to create circular local energy 

economies in Edinbane, harnessing renewable generation and direct use of local energy to 

secure greater benefit for local residents. 

The report was commissioned by Hilldino LLP (www.hilldino.com) to share with the Edinbane 

Community Company, for the benefit of the Edinbane community. Hilldino invests in local 

renewable power generation and owns 13 local wind turbines all located in Western Scotland, 

including one 80KW wind turbine located in Edinbane. In anticipation of changing legislation, 

the intention of this report is to investigate feasible ways in which the community might obtain 

low cost, local, renewable energy over the next 3 – 5 years.  

Based on the results of a local energy survey, we estimate that the average Edinbane resident 

spends just over £4k per annum on direct purchase of energy, of which 43% is for transport and 

47% for electricity and heating. However, this amount varies considerably between households 

due to differences in housing quality, wealth and lifestyle.  

Although Edinbane exports significant quantities of renewable electricity, electricity accounts 

for only 27% of the energy used by Edinbane households; the bulk of the rest being imported 

oil, petrol and diesel. Edinbane households emit 1,850 metric tonnes of CO2e each year due to 

the combustion of fossil fuels for heating and transport (9.4 t per household), all of which could 

be avoided by switching to local renewable electricity.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Note 1. While carbon emisions have been calculated using UK governemnt reccommended conversion factors for 20191 

electricity used in Edinabne may be significantly lower CO2e than the UK average due to high levels of local renewables. 

Note 2. ‘Other heating fuels’ have been excluded from CO2e emissions and kWh calculations  

 

                                                           
1 For UK Government conversion factors, see https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/greenhouse-gas-
reporting-conversion-factors-2019  

http://www.hilldino.com/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/greenhouse-gas-reporting-conversion-factors-2019
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/greenhouse-gas-reporting-conversion-factors-2019
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Current trends - from the reducing cost of renewable technologies, to government 

decarbonisation policies, and the data-technology driven shift towards smart ‘DSO’ operation of 

local grids, all point towards the substitution of fossil fuel technologies with local renewable 

electricity. However, the research indicates that many Edinbane households have so far been 

dissuaded from making significant changes to their energy use by distrust of less proven low 

carbon technologies and high upfront (and sometimes running) costs. Community level 

initiatives sharing experiences and risks and providing routes for collective provision could play 

a significant role in driving this transition, to the benefit of local homes, businesses and the 

environment. 

Given that grid, supplier and legislative costs make up two thirds of the domestic electricity 

price, establishing a route for direct sale of local electricity the community at a rate closer to 

the wholesale price of electricity could significantly improve the competitiveness of electricity 

against current fossil fuel prices. However, UK energy supply regulations mean that currently 

direct local sale is only possible onsite (‘behind the meter’) or via an expensive private wire.  

The data provided by this report should put Edinbane in a strong position to act as an early 

mover if local supply regulations do change, and there are some positive signs in this direction. 

In the meantime, Hilldino may wish to consider the supplier-mediated options which are 

available for building closer links between generation and local use (although without 

significantly cutting cost) described in section 6.2.1 

Furthermore, significant progress could be made now in collective support for home energy 

efficiency measures such as insulation, heating system upgrades and microgeneration. This is 

briefly explored in section 6.4 and could take the form of collective procurement, new finance 

tools and/or supporting access of households to external funding sources.  

Another area suitable for immediate action is in supporting electric transport, which is explored 

in section 6.3. With car ownership accounting for the largest single category of energy use, and 

electric vehicles already competitive on lifecycle costs, support for residents in navigating 

adoption of this new technology (through car club provision, an EV support group, or EV 

charging infrastructure) could have a significant impact on both household carbon emissions 

and household costs. EV charging, once established, could also provide a route for direct 

‘behind the meter’ sale of at least a proportion of local energy without the need for regulatory 

changes.  
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2 Introduction 

The settlement of Edinbane comprises 196 households, with a total population of around 600. The 

climate is well suited to renewable energy and a number of wind developments are nearby, including a 

large wind farm from which the Edinbane Community Company receives community benefit income. 

However, local homes and businesses are currently unable to directly access local renewable energy.  

Instead, while the significant amounts of energy used by residents for transport and heating consist 

mostly of fossil fuels imported from the UK energy market at above average prices, local green 

electricity is exported out to the UK energy market. Indeed, energy exports from Skye have increased to 

the point where grid constraints now impede the development of further renewable energy projects.  

Direct use of local energy has the potential to reduce local energy prices, dramatically reduce the carbon 

footprint of Edinbane residents, and relieve local grid constraints. However, a number of legislative and 

technical barriers remain to such an approach. This report compiles data on energy use in the Edinbane 

community, and uses the results to review the scope for further low carbon development based on local 

energy use, exploring what is possible now and what may be possible in the future. 

The report was commissioned by Hilldino Partnership LLP, who own a constrained wind turbine in the 

Edinbane area. The potential for local use of constrained energy from the Hilldino turbine will thus be a 

particular focus of the report, however it is hoped that the data and recommendations will also be of 

use to the wider Edinbane community, and in particular the Edinbane Community Company, in scoping 

opportunities for local and community energy projects. 

This first section of this report collates survey data on the energy use of residents, estimating 

consumption trends and costs in electricity, heating and transport. The aim is to provide a model of 

energy demand in Edinbane, for use in planning projects that decarbonise and reduce energy costs. 

Local use of renewable energy could be an ideal solution to Edinbane’s grid constraint - facilitating 

decarbonisation while promoting local economic activity. However there are regulatory barriers to local 

supply that any project would need to negotiate.  

The second section of this report examines the potential for local energy projects, with a particular 

emphasis on the feasibility of different approaches for local supply of renewable energy from the 

constrained Hilldino turbine to residents. 
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3 Local Energy Survey 

This report has been compiled using data gathered via a questionnaire designed by CES and publicised 

by Ecodyn consultants, who communicated with residents via a mixture of in-person community events, 

door knocking and post. The questionnaire sought information on household occupancy; energy usage 

and cost; heating technology, usage and cost; transport usage and cost; attitudes towards adoption of 

selected new technologies; and thoughts on community energy in Edinbane. A full copy of the 

household questionnaire is available alongside this report. 

Responses were gathered over a number of months, and totalled 36 households and 4 businesses within 

the wider Edinbane community; representing a sample of 18% of the population. The map below shows 

the distribution of responses by postcode. Data from the Edinbane Community and Affordable Housing 

Needs Survey (2015)2 was then used to scale data into a rough estimate of energy use across the full 

Edinbane community.  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
2 Supplied to CES by Ecodyn  
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UK government conversion factors for 2019 have been used where possible when converting from units 

given by residents (such car mileage and litres of heating oil) to total energy consumption (kWh) and 

carbon emissions (C02e). Where such conversion factors have been used, they are signposted via the 

footnotes.  

The information given throughout this report relates to household attitudes and energy use. Local 

businesses may also play an important part in Edinbane’s energy economy, with a significant cluster of 

businesses found in the village as shown in the map below. Four business responses to the energy 

survey were received, although two of these only contained partial energy use data. The small number 

of responses and high variance in type and size of business means that compiling statistics for Edinbane 

businesses would be unwise, and businesses would be more usefully engaged on a case by case basis. 
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4 Edinbane Energy Use 
 

4.1 Electricity Use and Generation 

Edinbane residents reported a wide range of electricity consumption, with estimated costs of between 

£100 and £4000 per year. This is likely due to the mixture of heating and occupancy types within the 

community, as well as significant differences in property age and insulation level. The average cost of 

electricity among survey respondents was around £1,400 per year. 

 

4.1.1 Micro-generation 
 
15% of survey respondents reported behind the meter electricity generation, with a total capacity of 

25kWp, or ~30,000 kWh/year. 6% also reported solar thermal installations. The breakdown is: 

 4 PV installations 

 1 wind turbine  

 2 solar thermal installations  

It is likely that households with microgen are more engaged with the Edinbane community energy scene 

than the average resident, so we have not attempted to extrapolate the questionnaire results into a 

larger microgeneration estimate for the full Edinbane population. 
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4.2 Energy used for heating 

When considering the combined energy expenditure of households (electricity plus heating), the gap 

between highest and lowest narrowed somewhat, although a broad range of costs are still seen among 

respondents (see chart below). This is because households with the lowest electricity bills generally 

relied on non-electric heating sources, while many higher electricity bills included the cost of primary 

electric heating. 

It is also worth noting that residents with electric heating were on average more likely to suffer from 

high energy bills. Only 25% (3 in 12) of respondents with the lower than median energy bills used 

electric heating, compared to 58% (7 in 12) of respondents with higher than median bills. This is 

consistent with national trends, given that Scottish householder with electric heating are close to twice 

as likely to suffer from fuel poverty as those using fossil fuel based heating systems.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Business respondents and domestic  

respondents who run businesses from home 

were excluded from the graphics above, as some 

had far higher energy costs due to the nature of  

their businesses (eg. B&Bs).  

 

Energy used by home based businesses is shown  

separately in the figure to the right. 

                                                           
3 See https://www.gov.scot/publications/latest-estimates-fuel-poverty-extreme-fuel-poverty-under-proposed-
new-definition-following-stage-2-fuel-poverty-targets-definition-strategy-scotland-bill/pages/2/ 
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https://www.gov.scot/publications/latest-estimates-fuel-poverty-extreme-fuel-poverty-under-proposed-new-definition-following-stage-2-fuel-poverty-targets-definition-strategy-scotland-bill/pages/2/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/latest-estimates-fuel-poverty-extreme-fuel-poverty-under-proposed-new-definition-following-stage-2-fuel-poverty-targets-definition-strategy-scotland-bill/pages/2/
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4.2.1 Heating fuel type 

While a wide range of heating types were recorded in Edinbane, oil and 

electric dominated as the two main fuel types used for primary heating 

systems, as shown in the pie chart to the right. 

 

However, the vast majority of respondents also indicated a Secondary 

heating system. Three quarters of electrically heated houses had 

secondary solid fuel based heating, while almost as many houses with 

solid fuel based primary heating had electric secondary heating. The 

results were slightly more mixed for oil systems, but with a majority for 

solid fuel backup heating. 

In practice, it appears that there are two main heating system types in use in Edinbane: 

 Electric heaters installed alongside with solid fuel (with electric normally but not always the primary 

heating source) 

 An oil boiler, often but not always with another backup heating  

Projects suited to this situation could involve developing lower carbon alternatives to oil heating, or 

projects utilising the flexibility of electric heating. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We must also acknowledge an element of error into cost and usage calculations, as many respondents 

only supplied figures for their primary heating source, or answered in a way that left ambiguity as to 

whether they were suppling figures for primary heating, or a combined total. 
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4.2.2 Water heating 

While around a third of residents have electric primary heating, two thirds reported electric water 

heating (in the form of an immersion element). This consisted of almost all electrically heated houses, 

the majority of houses using solid fuel heating, and a smaller proportion of houses with oil heating.  

For many solid fuel and oil heated households, the immersion element is likely to be a backup measure, 

used mostly in summer months when primary heating is not necessary, while in winter hot water is 

provided via a back boiler or the oil system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Energy used for transport  

Survey responses indicated a very high level of expenditure and carbon emissions associated with 

transport in Edinbane. Over 90% of respondents had access to at least one vehicle, while the average 

each household had 1.7 vehicles available. 

There was a low penetration of electric vehicles in the community, and a higher than average share of 

diesel vehicles, perhaps indicating a high proportion of 4x4 and SUV models. Estimated weekly car use 

was around 150 miles per car, close to the UK average, and per-car weekly miles travelled estimates 

conformed reasonably well with reported household total annual mileages. 
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26%
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4.3.1 Cost of car ownership 

The graph Belowshows annual mileage and car ownership costs for all domestic suirvey responses. 

Overall, there is an even wider divergence between household transport cost and use levels than that 

seen in heating. Three households reporting no car ownership at all, whilst two households reported 

double, and a further two thriple that of neighbours. Transport used during work or for commuting is 

likely to exert a significant influence on this divergence, alongside wealth and lifestyle choices. 

Using the UK Fuel Advisory Rate (FAR) for medium sized petrol and diesel cars, it is estimated that the 

average Edinbane resident will spend £1,800 per year on fuel for their car – almost as much as they 

spend on their other energy costs (fuel and electricity) combined. 

The total cost of car ownership (including purcharse/capital depreciation, maintencance and tax) will be  

significantly higher thahn the fuel cost. The UK Mileage Allowance Payment (MAP) rate accounts for full 

vehcile costs. Applied to Edinbane, they suggest an average car ownership cost of £3,900 per household.  

 

 

Note: Both FAR and MAP rates are designed for remuneration of business vehciles, which are often newer models 

than those in private ownership.  
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4.4 Scaling the survey results for Edinbane 

According to the Edinbane Community and Affordable Housing survey (2015), 196 households sit within 

the area served by the Edinbane Community Company. The 36 surveys returned represent therefore 

represent an 18% sample of the Edinbane population. 

A rough estimate of total domestic energy demand in Edinbane can be found by scaling the survey 

results across all 196 households, and is summarised in the chart below. Note, this includes energy used 

by home-based businesses, and assumes the ratio of home businesses in Edinbane is the same as that 

among questionnaire respondents. 

Edinbane estimated total annual energy use: cost, energy, emissions 

Energy Type £ / Year kWh / Year kg C02e / Year4 

Electricity £316,148 1,913,156 489,003 

Fuel oil £136,087 2,224,326 578,325 

All energy bill costs £472,948   

Car ownership £767,1445  782,4126 
 

The scaled results for Edinbane should be treated with some caution, as it is unlikely that the sample of 

residents responding to the questionnaire was perfectly representative of the community as a whole. 

For example, we can assume that people with an interest in the energy system were, on average, more 

likely to respond that those uninterested in energy; that those residents more engaged in community 

activities are more likely to have responded; and that full time residents may be over-represented 

compared to second homes and holiday rentals. 

This final category is especially important, as second homes and holiday 

rentals will have different energy use to full time residents.  

Survey respondents were asked their occupancy, with the results shown 

to the right. In comparison data in the Edinbane Community and 

Affordable Housing survey, covering the slightly wider Skeabost 

community council area,7 showed that 13.6% were second and holiday 

homes and 0.4% empty properties. Thus, the 8% of holiday lets within 

the questionnaire sample does indeed appear to be an under-

representation, but not to the extent that is should have a major impact 

on the overall results.  

                                                           
4 Conversion factors from UK Government 2019: See https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/greenhouse-
gas-reporting-conversion-factors-2019 
5 Based on MAP total ownership cost per mile – note that this is designed for business use, rather than domestic 
6 Calculated from reported Edinbane mileage using conversion factor for a medium size diesel car 
7 Skeabost Community Council area reportedly covers 476 homes, of which the 196 households of Edinbane are a 
subset 

8%

77%

6%

9%

OCCUPANCY TYPE

Holiday let

Main home

No answer

Other

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/greenhouse-gas-reporting-conversion-factors-2019
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/greenhouse-gas-reporting-conversion-factors-2019
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5 Edinbane attitudes to changing energy use 

Alongside questions establishing household energy use, respondents were also asked a number of 

questions about their attitudes to emerging technologies associated with decarbonisation of energy use.  

It is hoped that these results will provide valuable information when considering potential avenues for 

community projects, by indicating local attitudes to the different technologies, gaps in information, 

and/or local barriers to technology adoption. 

 

5.1 Attitudes to Heat Pumps 

A small number of respondents had plans to 

convert to low carbon heating via installing 

heat pumps in the next few years, with a 

further proportion considering the possibility. 

However the majority of respondents showed 

little interest in heat pumps.  

 

The most common reasons cited not to 

consider a heating upgrade was the upfront 

cost, (cited by 30% of respondents) and a lack 

of knowledge about heat pumps (cited by 25% 

of respondents) 

 

A few people had investigated and concluded that heat pumps are unsuitable for the climate on Skye, or 

have recently installed a heating system that they are happy with. 

 

 

5.2 Attitudes to Electric Vehicles 

A quarter of respondents hope to buy an EV in the near 

future. Interestingly these residents owned on average 

fewer cars than the average respondent (1.3 cars per 

household, compared to the average of 1.7), although 

their total annual mileage was almost identical to the 

Edinbane average. 

For those who do not plan to do so, cost was cited as the 

most common reason, followed by range and ‘other’ 

reasons.  
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Responses in the ‘other’ column generally cited more than one 

reason, or overlapping concerns. However cost, range, and a lack 

of charging infrastructure emerged as recurring themes, 

alongside a significant minority who felt that moving towards 

ownership of private electric vehicles was simply not the right 

solution to the climate crisis. 

 

5.3 Attitudes to Local Energy Supply 

When asked about local supply in the questionnaire, it was clear 

that local supply was seen as a potential means for nearby 

generators to support the local population rather than the other way around.  

Almost all respondents (97%) would be prepared to 

switch electricity supplier to buy local, if it also meant 

getting electricity cheaper, and just under a third of 

residents (30%) would be prepared to have new heating 

controls installed to enable them to buy local energy. 

 

However, less than 9% would switch supplier and pay a 

premium to buy local energy. 

 

When asked what would motivate them to buy local, 

respondents overwhelmingly cited cost, with support 

for renewable energy cited as a distant second 

preference. 

 

Not a single respondent cited support for the local community or local                                                              

businesses as either their first or second most important motivation for buying local energy. 

 

5.4 Attitudes to Smart Metering 

Smart meters were viewed with some suspicion 

by many households.  

 

Only a small proportion of residents were 

considering actively requesting one in the next 

year, while a number respondents flagged 

technical faults and mistrust of supply 

companies as reasons to avoid smart meters. 
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6 Local Energy Projects 

The final section of this report examines the potential for local energy projects in Edinbane, in the light 

of the findings of the local energy survey, and sets out next steps for Hilldino and/or the Edinbane 

Community Company to consider should they wish to explore each option. 

The primary focus is on supply from the Hilldino turbine, which was identified in the project brief as an 

area of particular interest. Thus, this section begins with a final piece of data analysis, examining the 

profile of constrained energy from the turbine.  

The final part of this section briefly explores potential for other local energy use projects. There is not 

time or resource to analyse the feasibility of all options thrown up by this study in any detail, but it is 

hoped that noting these ideas down may prove useful when considering areas for community 

development in the future. 

 

6.1 Constraint profile of the Hilldino turbine 

The Hilldino turbine, a few miles from Edinbane, is rated to 80kW but has an export limitation of 50kW 

due to a transmission level grid constraint. Generation data so far shows that just over 40,000kWh per 

year is diverted to 6 behind the meter wall heaters due to this export constraint.  

Using constrained energy locally would mean diverting it, at the time of constraint, to local flexible loads 

or storage. As the constrained energy would have to be used locally, in real time, it is crucial to 

understand when constrained energy is likely to be available, at what level, and how long the gaps 

between availability may be. This will define what flexible loads may be able to accept constrained 

energy, and how much energy each may be able to absorb over the year.  

Unfortunately, half hourly constraint data was not available. Instead, a rough estimate has been 

obtained using half hourly export data from the turbine, by assuming that curtailment occurred during 

the half hourly periods of greatest generation.  

The graph overleaf combines a number of key pieces of information from this model to show the 

estimated distribution of curtailed energy throughout the year. The bars show monthly generation in 

kWh, broken down into estimates of the proportion curtailed (green) and uncurtailed (yellow). The 

background shading, meanwhile, indicates the % of days each month in which at least one 30min period 

of curtailment occurred. In December, for example, around 50% of days contained at least one period of 

curtailment, while in June only around 25% (or 1 in 4) days contained any curtailment. 
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NB. Note: Turbine was down for maintenance during the last week of March and 27 days in April  

 

 

6.2 Local supply from Hilldino turbine 

Local supply from the Hilldino turbine represents an opportunity to create a more circular local energy 

economy. However, for this to work in practice a way must be found to recognise and reward local 

energy use, while complying with regulations and maintaining or improving the resilience of the grid.  

Our market-based energy system is not good at recognising or rewarding local energy flows, so the only 

reliable way to achieve local supply is to step outside of the national grid by building a private wire 

network. However, building a private network is very costly, and has been examined and ruled out 

already in Edinbane. 

 

6.2.1 Local tariff via energy supplier 

While the UK energy market does not recognise or reward local electricity supply, the demand for local 

and direct supply arrangements has led some energy suppliers to develop mechanisms simulating a 

direct relationship.  

These do not result in a net gain in income, and in fact normally increase costs slights because the 

energy market provides no reward for local relationships, but the linking of customer and generator 
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requires extra resource alongside the normal industry flows. However, such relationships can be used to 

(a) create a closer relationship between the Hilldino turbine and selected energy users, and/or (b) 

transfer some of the value between generator and customer. 

 

 Direct relationship with a business 

For a direct relationship with a single large energy user, a ‘sleeved’ PPA can be used. In this case the 

business and generator should be reasonably well matched, in terms of the time and volume of power 

generated by one and consumed by the other. The business and generator both negotiate PPAs with the 

same energy supplier, then negotiate a ‘sleeving’ contract with the supplier that shifts some of the cost 

between the two parties.  

 

Sleeving contracts usually involve the business passing an extra premium to the generator for 

consumption matching generation, in return for the right to market themselves as using renewable 

and/or local energy. As the energy system has no recognition of local, there is no limitation on the 

distance between generator and business for a sleeving contract. 

 

Good Energy has partially automated the process of establishing sleeving contracts, through its 

Selectricity platform8.  Any generator with a PPA with Good Energy can opt into Selectricity, and will 

then be listed on the web portal for all businesses buying from Good Energy to view, and if they desire, 

approach and offer a sleeving arrangement.  

 

 Direct relationship with households 

Some suppliers have developed local tariff arrangements which, by special agreement, can be offered to 

residents near to turbines from which they purchase power, benefitting either the generator or the 

customers.  

 

Co-op Community Energy have offered community groups they buy energy from an affiliate tariff. This 

functions as a marketing arrangement where the community group encourages local residents to 

support it by buying local energy via the affiliate tariff, and receives a commission for each person who 

signs up. Good Energy have offered the reverse, with a generators able to take a hit on their PPA in 

return for Good Energy creating a local tariff that offers a comparable discount to a certain number of 

customers within a certain distance of the generator.  

 

When asked their view of local supply via the questionnaire, Edinbane residents gave a clear message 

that they see it as a mechanism for the generator to support residents, not as a tool for residents to 

support local generators. Therefore, the Good Energy approach appears more suited to Edinbane than 

Co-op Community Energy’s offering and Hilldino may wish to approach Good Energy to discuss further. 

However, they should bear in mind that even a discounted Good Energy tariff is unlikely to be the 

cheapest option available to residents, so this would provide no magic bullet for fuel poverty. 

 

                                                           
8 See https://www.goodenergy.co.uk/selectricity 

https://www.goodenergy.co.uk/selectricity
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6.2.2 Local flexibility to mitigate grid constraint 

Even while the UK supply market gives little recognition to location other parts of the system, notably 

the grid connection process, may offer opportunities to create real net value from locally linking energy 

generation and use.  

In this context, local flexibility arrangements could be used to de-constrain the (currently grid 

constrained) Hilldino turbine, using modern control equipment to balance all generation above 50kW 

against local energy use on the same side of the constraint as the turbine. 

Although not yet business as usual, this approach has been successfully trialled in projects such as 

ACCESS9 on Mull, and was subsequently codified by SSEN within its Flexible Connections offering as a 

Demand Management connection10. There are three tests which need to be passed for the approach to 

become viable, with Test 3 currently posing the greatest challenge to project success. 

Test 1 Is there a way to establish this setup within existing regulations? 

The SSEN Flexible Connections offering promises a route for recognition of the value of increased export 

when matched against local demand, providing regulatory compliance for this arrangement via a 

modification of the turbines connection offer. Hilldino already has a connection offer, so discussions 

with SSEN would need to explore the potential for modifying the existing agreement without 

invalidating the terms of Hilldino’s feed in tariff. 

A contractual relationship would also need to be created between flexible households (or businesses) 

and the turbine, allowing the turbine to reward householders for flexing their energy use. The simplest 

way to do this would be via a rebate mechanism, independent from the relationship with the energy 

supplier. However, in the long term introducing a second parallel contract and payment system is 

inefficient, and presents the potential for conflicts of interest – most importantly, if the household is on 

a multi-rate tariff and the use of flexibility shifts energy use into a higher rate period. The more complex 

alternative would be to contract with local loads via a supplier, likely as part of an expansion of a local 

tariff. However, this would require a significant level of buy in from the supplier. 

Test 2 Are there enough suitable flexible loads in Edinbane? 

The analysis in section 5.1 shows that curtailed energy is distributed fairly evenly throughout the year, 

but comes in peaks and troughs; with gaps of a few days common between constrained periods. The 

concentration of flexibility in this way means that there will be many times when no flexibility is 

required, so loads solely dependent on flexible energy would not be appropriate.  

To be sufficiently flexible, suitable loads must contain an element of storage – this could be in the form 

of either domestic battery storage, or heat storage via a storage heater or hot water tank. The most 

promising loads already widely available may be secondary electric heating and hot water systems in 

homes with primary oil or solid fuel heating, and a single rate electricity tariff. Primary electric storage & 

                                                           
9 See https://www.localenergy.scot/funding/local-energy-challenge-fund/capital-demonstration-projects/round-1-
2015/access/ 
10 See https://www.ssen.co.uk/FlexibleConnectionOptions/ 

https://www.localenergy.scot/funding/local-energy-challenge-fund/capital-demonstration-projects/round-1-2015/access/
https://www.localenergy.scot/funding/local-energy-challenge-fund/capital-demonstration-projects/round-1-2015/access/
https://www.ssen.co.uk/FlexibleConnectionOptions/
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water heaters would also be eligible, however one challenge for houses on a multi-rate tariff would be 

the extra cost of any load flexing that results in more use during peak times of day. 

Export constraint of the Hilldino turbine accounts for around 40,000 kWh, per year. Thus at least 40,000 

kWh of suitable flexible load must be available within Edinbane in order to relieve this constraint, with a 

peak demand of 30kW at any one time. In contrast, we have estimated that 1,795 MWh of electricity is 

used by Edinbane residents each year. 

If the ratios reported in the survey hold for the general population of Edinbane, of the 196 households 

around 75 may have primary electric heating systems, a further 50 have secondary electric heating, and 

130 have an immersion element. Taking the average reported number and size of heaters, there may be 

around 500kWp of storage heating, and a further 500kWp of immersion heater load within the 

community. At this scale, delivering the flexible load required by the Hilldino turbine should be possible 

– for example by recruiting 30% of eligible households, installing controls on immersion heaters only, 

and flexing each immersion element for an average of an hour per day 

Test 3 Is the cost of installing control equipment proportionate to the reward? 

Constraint at the Hilldino turbine represents a loss in PPA income to the turbine of around £2,500 per 

year (varying depending on the level of curtailment and PPA export price each year). This relatively small 

sum would need to be divided between the loads offering flexibility, the turbine, and install plus running 

costs. In practice, the cost of control equipment currently required to enable a Flexible Connection is 

therefore likely to be prohibitive. 

Sourcing flexibility from households would be particularly expensive, requiring installation of control 

equipment at multiple locations, and more complex control and aggregation processes. Domestic 

flexibility trials so far show per-house costs install costs £500-£2,500, with the cost of developing and 

maintaining aggregation equipment also significant. 

 

A simpler flexible connection between the turbine and one or two commercial flexible loads (if available 

and willing) could be somewhat cheaper. However at present kit is still likely to be too expensive. SGS’s 

ANM Element software costing around £30k.11 In addition, the DNO would charge for installing failsafe 

equipment to ensure the local balancing of loads was effective, which could cost another £30k. 

 

A Demand Management connection may be technically feasible, but is currently financially unviable. 

Costs for control equipment are likely to fall substantially over the next few years as the technology 

becomes established, more open community-based platforms such as OpenDSR12 emerge, and some 

homes begin to independently install smart tech.  

 
However, the small value of constraint relief at Edinbane means that this approach could only become 

viable in combination with other projects, such as a home retrofit scheme sharing home visit & install 

costs (if domestic properties are involved) and curtailment relief of other generators, spreading the 

failsafe and control equipment costs, perhaps via a ‘local ANM’ type connection. 

                                                           
11 SGS were contacted and provided an outline quote on 7th May of £25,000 for providing an ANM Element system 
for the site, recommending that this was proceeded by an initial feasibility study at the cost of a further “£2k+”  
12 See https://www.regen.co.uk/project/opendsr/ 

https://www.regen.co.uk/project/opendsr/
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6.2.3 Future legislation 

There is a general recognition that current regulation does not cater for the needs of community scale 

energy or local supply, which has led to a number of initiatives to introduce new policy measures to 

support this approach.  

License Lite,13 introduced in 2015, constituted an initial attempt to enable local supply, but has 

essentially failed because the provisions it introduces are still too complicated and costly. The labour 

party put forward a reasonably detailed plan for enabling local supply in its Bringing Energy Home paper 

in 201914, but subsequently lost the election. Most recently the Power for People campaign15 has 

achieved significant momentum and support from over 100 MPs in lobbying for introduction of a local 

electricity bill in Westminster. In parallel, as grid codes are modernised various smaller changes which 

are under discussion could, depending on how they are progressed, ultimately begin to lay foundations 

for a business case in local energy supply.16 

New legislation providing a simple mechanism for local supply may not be too far away, and could 

provide the best opportunity for a direct link between Hilldino and local use that provides real benefits 

to the local community. The work put in so far would then make Edinbane well placed to move as an 

early adopter. 

 

6.2.4 Local supply: next steps 

 A supplier enabled local tariff, as described in section 6.2.1, may be possible in the near term if 

Hilldino is willing to renegotiate its PPA. If Hilldino wishes to pursue this approach, the next step 

would be to either approach a local business, or a supply company offering local tariff options. 

 Local supply to relieve constraint, as explored in section 6.2.2, is not yet practical due to the early 

stage of technology and policy in this area, and the relatively low value of constraint relief to the 

Hilldino turbine. The work done in this report, however, puts Hilldino in a good position to move 

should new enabling legislation emerge. 

 Alternatively, Hilldino or the Edinbane Community Company may wish to explore the potential for 

constraint relief via a funded innovation project. In this case, the first step would be to identify and 

enter into discussion with suitable partner organisations. It may be worth approaching Vattenfall’s 

nearby constrained wind farm, as bringing them on board would significantly increase the constraint 

relief opportunity and allow better economies of scale. 

 

 

 

                                                           
13 See https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/licences-industry-codes-and-standards/licences/licence-lite 
14 See https://www.labour.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Bringing-Energy-Home-2019.pdf 
15 See https://powerforpeople.org.uk/the-local-electricity-bill/ 
16 See, for example, P379 modification proposals on meter splitting, and ongoing discussions around distribution-
level connection charges within the Access and Forward Looking Charges significant code review. 

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/licences-industry-codes-and-standards/licences/licence-lite
https://www.labour.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Bringing-Energy-Home-2019.pdf
https://powerforpeople.org.uk/the-local-electricity-bill/
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6.3 Electric vehicles 

Transport accounted for both the largest single source of energy related expenditure, and the largest 

source of carbon emissions from Edinbane residents. Public transport options are limited, and there is a 

very low penetration of electric vehicles, with only one EV recorded during the local energy survey. 

However it appears that there is a reasonable level of interest in EVs within the community, with 25% of 

respondents indicating the intention to gain access to an EV in the next 2-5 years. 

According to survey responses, the biggest barrier to EV adoption was cost of purchase – with new EV’s 

costing significantly more than petrol or diesel vehicles, and the second hand vehicle market still small. 

Other concerns focussed on vehicle range and charging infrastructure.  A community EV initiative could 

speed the transition towards EVs and help reduce transport related emissions and expenditure by 

providing a forum for information sharing and developing collective solutions to some of the adoption 

barriers identified by residents. 

Community approaches to reducing EV cost could focus on creating or publicising second hand and hire 

purchase schemes, or the creation of an EV car club. Given that most Edinbane households already have 

access to one or two cars, an EV car club could provide a route for many households to try out EV 

ownership while still having the security of owning an ICE vehicle for longer trips, or trade their second 

car in for EV club membership. 

Finally, an EV project in Edinbane should also engage with the legitimate concerns raised by some survey 

respondents that private electric cars are not be the only (and perhaps not the best) solution for 

decarbonising transport, through open discussion and consideration of other collective approaches 

including car clubs, community transport schemes and active travel infrastructure. 

 

6.3.1 EV charging projects 

Most Edinbane households have access to off-street parking, so local EV owners could normally charge 

their vehicles at home. However, a car club would require the identification or creation of a dedicated 

parking place and nearby EV charge point in Edinbane. Even without a car club the community may wish 

to consider an EV charging project for the purposes of promoting EV tourism, raising the profile of EVs, 

increasing local EV infrastructure, and/or providing a small income via sale of charging services.  

The location of any charge point would need careful consideration: A good spot for an EV charger used 

by a car club would be within easy walking distance of most parts of Edinbane, while a good spot for 

visitor use should be (a) easy to find, and (b) at a destination already receiving a significant volume of 

visits by car (such as a shop or café). The average duration of visits to the charger location will guide 

what size of charger is required, as visitors will need to have been given a useful level of charge (say at 

least 50%) by the time they return to their vehicle. For example a café which expect visits to last an hour 

on average, would probably want at least a fast charger, but may not need a rapid charger.    

Another key consideration for an EV charge point would be expected use level. While EV uptake remains 

low the charge point will likely see very little use, making a project harder to justify unless underpinned 

by additional EV demand created by an accompanying community EV transport project or car club.   
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If sufficiently close to the Hilldino turbine an EV charge point could be supplied via private wire, 

establishing an avenue for direct use of local energy. This would boost the finances of an installation by 

reducing the cost of electricity, creating revenue stream to the Hilldino turbine through local electricity 

sales, and attract additional use via the opportunity to charge with 100% renewable energy. Combining 

with battery storage should be investigated to maximise use of local constrained energy. 

Of course, these benefits must be weighed against the additional cost of the private wire, which is highly 

sensitive to distance.17 The map below shows a close view of the area between Edinbane and the 

Hilldino turbine, alongside a large scale bar, to aid judging of suitable sites.  

 

 

 

                                                           
17 A specialist contractor would need to be consulted for a quote to understand the exact cost of a private wire at 
this site, but a ball park figure of £50k per kilometre could be assumed based on the SSEN statement of connection 
charges: https://www.ssen.co.uk/Library/ChargingStatements/SHEPD/ 

https://www.ssen.co.uk/Library/ChargingStatements/SHEPD/
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The ideal location for an EV charge point from a distance point of view would be upper Edinbane, with 

private wire costs likely to be modest given a distance of just 2-300m from the turbine. However it is 

unclear whether this would meet the other requirements for a location described above.  

The planned community shop has been identified as one potential location for a charge point meeting 

the location criteria. However, at a distance of around 1km from the turbine, the cost of a private wire 

may well be too high. If taken ahead, expanding the arrangement, to supply other homes and businesses 

in the proximity (such as the Inn, pottery and furniture sales business), could significantly boost the 

financial returns. Alternatively, EV charging at the community shop could be undertaken as a standalone 

project, perhaps accompanied by a solar PV array. 

 

6.3.2 EV projects: next steps 

 There are a number of approaches that could be taken to an EV project in Edinbane (e.g. education 

& peer support, car club, purchase support, community transport, charging infrastructure…) The 

first step may be to decide which of these best meet local needs. Targeted consultation, visiting 

other community-led EV projects, and setting up a local EV working group could be a good way to 

start. 

 The proposed community shop appears to offer a particular opportunity for a low carbon hub, 

which may be worth exploration. A private wire connection to the shop (and neighbouring 

properties) would be a significant expansion of the scope of this project, so whether this option is to 

be considered may be an early decision point.  
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6.4 Energy efficiency retrofit 

Heating is the second largest source of emissions for Edinbane households, and the second largest 

energy related cost, so an energy efficiency and heating decarbonisation initiative could have a real 

impact on both emissions and fuel poverty.  

One potential focus could be on promoting the replacement of oil boilers with wet electric heating 

systems. Electric boilers would be the simplest option, but unless accompanied by direct sale of local 

electricity they are unlikely to be able to compete with oil heating on per unit energy cost. Alternatively 

heat pumps, where appropriate to the building stock, would be a significantly more competitive due to 

their high efficiency potential.  

A heat pump based project should take into account the relatively low levels of knowledge of heat 

pumps reported in the local energy survey. With this in mind, raising awareness around heat pumps and 

bringing to light local case studies may be good initial actions. The conclusion reached by a significant 

portion of residents that heat pumps are simply unsuitable for the climate in Edinbane would need to be 

addressed, with clear conclusions as to which properties may or may not be well suited. It may also be 

worth visiting or bringing speaker back to Edinbane from other communities where heat pump 

initiatives have gained more traction, such as the isle of Arran. 

The high upfront costs and often long payback periods for investing in insulation and heating system 

retrofit initiatives means that undertaking this work in Edinbane would be a significant commitment. It 

would require careful planning and long term finance arrangements, and may benefit from use of local 

resources to leverage regional or government insulation retrofit schemes.  

One opportunity may be the planned Ben Sca windfarm, if it goes on to be built. The developers’ 

proposed a community benefit fund includes the option for Edinbane residents to receive a proportion 

of community benefits directly via a grant towards insulation retrofit work. A community initiative to 

commission surveys and work on a street by street basis for all those interested in taking up this option 

could help maximise take up and reduce costs through bulk purchasing. Such work could be 

accompanied by additional support on decarbonising heating or bulk procurement of solar PV. 

 

6.4.1 Energy efficiency projects: next steps 

 Trusted, experienced and ideally local contractors would be a key pre-requisite for an energy 

efficiency retrofit program. One of the first steps would need to be to identify installers able to 

provide the services required, and develop a template contract which provides sufficient guarantees 

over the quality of work delivered. 

 Investigating suitable financing mechanisms would also be key. Should the Ben Sca windfarm go 

ahead, its proposed community benefit found may be one route for match funding. 

 Finally, a list of interventions suited to Edinbane households should be prepared, ideally based on 

existing local best practice and case studies.  
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Appendix 1: Averaged Energy Use and Cost Data 

 

 

 

 

ALL HOMES & HOME BASED BUSINESSES: ENERGY COSTS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DOMESTIC PROPERTIES ONLY: ENERGY COSTS 

 

 

HOME BASED BUSINESSES ONLY: ENERGY COSTS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Main heating type >> Oil / LPG Wood/Coal Electric All Heating Types 

Electricity cost (£) £1,441 £841 £2,152 £1,613 
Electricity use (kWh) 7,316 7,723 14,489 9,761 

Heating cost (£) £1,578 £438   

Annual Energy Cost £3,019 £1,379 £2,152 £2,413 

No. of properties 17 5 11 33 

Av. Residents 2.2 2.8 2.3 2.2 

Main heating type >> Oil / LPG Wood/Coal Electric All Heating Types 

Electricity cost (£) £858 £841 £2,139 £1,295 
Electricity use (kWh) 4,442 7,723 14,684 8,830 

Heating cost (£) £1,247 £437  £1,021 
Heating use (kWh) 18,308    

Annual Energy Cost £2,105 £1,378 £2,139 £1,975 

No. of properties 13 5 11 29 

Av. Residents 2.1 2.8 2.2 2.2 

Main heating type >> Oil / LPG Electric All  

Electricity cost (£) £2,859 £1,414 £2,445 
Electricity use (kWh) 13,641 7,609 11,918 

Heating cost (£) £2,667  £2,184 
Heating use (kWh) 25,413   

Annual Energy Cost £5,526 £1,414 £4,629 

No. of properties 5 2 7 

Av. Residents 2.6 2.5 2.6 


